
Rush has written six operas, over fifty works for Dance, chamber and electronic works, 
concertos, and four symphonies; performed by the Detroit Symphony and the Warsaw 
National Symphony. He has authored two books and at work on a third, including “Free Jazz, 
Harmolodics and Ornette Coleman.” He has recordings on Leo, Nessa, Innova, ESP Disk’, 
Equilibrium, Deep Listening, Centaur, MMC, RogueArts (Paris), Eroica, Summit and CALA 
Records (with the New York Philharmonic Chamber Musicians), and recently recorded as a 
conductor of the Art Ensemble of Chicago on Pi Records.
He is a Professor of Music at the University of Michigan, where he founded the Digital Music 
Ensemble (DME) which he has directed for 25 years. With DME he has worked with Pauline 
Oliveros, Elliott Sharp, Alvin Lucier and Robert Ashley, and premiered works by John Cage, 
Philip Glass and La Monte Young.
Rush has performed or recorded with Roscoe Mitchell, Henry Grimes, Elliott Sharp, Steve 
Swell, Eugene Chadbourne, Peter Kowald and Art Ensemble of Chicago. He also tours and 
records with his electronic psychedelic improvisation band, “Crystal Mooncone”. He is also 
deeply invested in Installation Art, with current works in collaboration with Michael Gould 
and Henry Pollack (Nobel Prize winning physicist) – “World Without Ice,” as well as “Jeweled 
Net of the Vast Invisible” in collaboration with scientists at the Fermi Lab.

I would like to thank every single person on this record, and thank people for their virtuosity, their generosity, and their open-
ness in playing this music. Your encouragement of my composerly pursuits means the world to me. I especially want to thank 
Jeremy Edwards, without whom the music, nor the production, would ever have happened. Thanks, man.
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LightRays (2018) was written for Vox3Humana – who perform the piece on this record magnificently. LIghtRays comes from a 
difficult time in my life, hence the quote from the folk song, “Wayfaring Stranger.” LightRays points strongly toward Ray Charles 
(paraphrasing “What’d I Say”). “Brother Ray” was my first influence on how I approach the piano physically, as I played this 
song when I was in Elementary School. 

Whirlwind (2015) was written for Jonathan Hulting-Cohen and Jennifer Ellis, who have the duo project called 
“Admiral Launch Duo” (named after a butterfly, no less). They are both extreme virtuosi of the Alto Saxophone 
and Harp, respectively, and challenged me to write a piece for them that would evoke the best of saxophone 
and harp literature, and yet actually work as a duo. There are references in the work to two of my dearest 
loves - the music of South India and the music of Ornette Coleman.  

Memories of Dizzy (2012) was written, more or less, on a dare. The idea was to create a 
short one-movement Woodwind Quintet, under ten minutes, that featured the oboe. The 
work starts with elegiac “contemporary music” (post-Berg?), and happily devolves into 
a quote from Dizzy Gillespie’s classic Bebop composition, “Night in Tunisia.” The oboe 
has a written solo over the groove, which leaves space for a contemplative interlude, 
exploding out into a Stravinsky-like Coda. The work is serious and fun, and in a Fast-
Slow-Fast-Slow-Fast form.  

Short Stacks (2008) In 2008 I felt a bit useless as a composer – “between commissions,” as it were. At various times in 
my career I’ve felt the urge to write something “just for myself,” and this was one of those times. I had just premiered my 
fourth opera, and most of my other work for the previous two years was either conceptual in nature (“Taming of the Ox” an 
improvisational work for any number of players, responding to watercolors I had painted), electronic (the “Listening Music from 
the Age of the Crystal Moon Cone” album), or generative/algorithmic (“Gloria in 36 Ways” for choir, any duration, any order).
 
There are no obvious attempts at tonal writing and there are no obvious colloquialisms.  There is limited reference to so- called 
“Jazz harmony” or Carnatic (Indian) music; it is one of my most academic, as well as heartfelt, works to date. The piece does again 
quote the White- Throated Sparrow (heard much in all of my work), my argument for Michigan’s state bird, and the owner of a 
lovely “pitch- class set” or song.

The only vestige of the original intent of Short Stacks are the titles, which are dedicated based on their breakfast preference – in 
the order of the performance–to my mother, myself, my wife, and my oldest friend and fishing buddy, Greg (who’s Finnish- 
ness only partly justifies the cuisine of the last choice). Perhaps an ideal performance of Short Stacks would include live video 
projections of (the composer) eating, the smell (and sound) of the pancakes, and the music, of course. I hope the audience can 
accept this non- Gesamtkünstwerk version of the piece, however.

Taming the Ox (2007) was commissioned by flautist Rebecca Gilbert in 2007, as a means of public sonic meditation. The 
premiere of Taming the Ox (named for a lovely book on Zen by John Daido Loori called "Riding the Ox Home") was given at 

the Chapin Mill Retreat Center, a Zen Center near Batavia, New York. "Taming the Ox" is meant to reflect Zen meditation 
through the process of its performance by focusing on the process of "noticing" for the creation of material.   

 
"Taming the Ox" is not a composition in the traditional sense, nor is it an improvisation in the traditional sense.  

Indeed, my own agency in this piece, as a composer, was that of painting watercolor figures, as well as instructing 
musicians how to interpret (or "realize") the figures. The performers are asked to let the audience know which 

figure they are realizing at any given moment. The audience has an active and subjective function in this work.

This piece is not permission for performers to "simply play anything they want to," while the audience 
revels in their virtuosity. The work calls the performers and audience alike to examine the figures for 

color, shape, visual rhythm, and meaning - then play/hear the impression of those observations. 
Performers are instructed to play by looking and listening, reacting to everything around them 
at every given moment, including the painted images. I thank Pauline Oliveros, Olivier Messiaen, 
Cornelius Cardew and Earle Brown for their contribution to music that would allow composers like 
myself to consider making works like "Taming the Ox."  

Tuba Sonata (1998) was written for my wonderful son, Peter, the year I “went up” for tenure. I felt it was important that I 
used my musical energy at that time for something that would be blatantly healing and loving, and specifically directed toward 
my family. This work is a departure from my more experimental work, and is a kind of “retrospective” in terms of syntactical and 
formal approach. It is often selected as a “required piece” by competitions.  

Inner Rebellion (1995) was written for the QUORUM Ensemble in the summer of 1995. The title, in part, refers to a previous 
piece, Rebellion (1983). That work was about blatant, overt, out-and-out rebellion. The newer work arrived in a similar place 
musically, basically a hard-driving piece, though syntactically the edges are substantially less rough. Perhaps another 12 years on 
these bones gave me more confidence that change can occur, even if a bit more slowly.
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 Short Stacks (Sextet No.2) (2008)
1  Blueberries (for Mom) [ 3:03 ]
2  Granola and Yogurt (for Merilynne) [ 3:05 ]
3  Chocolate Chip and Pecans (for me, please) [ 2:18 ]
4  Lingonberries and Jalapeños (for Greg) [ 2:50 ]

 Amy Porter, Flute; Sandra Jackson, Clarinet; Teagan 
Faran; Violin; Adam Unsworth, Horn; David Jackson, 
Trombone; Stephen Rush, Piano; Recorded, Mixed 
and Mastered by Jason Corey

5  Taming the Ox (version 1) (2007) [ 2:54 ]
 “Ox Quintet” – Amy Porter, Flute; Andrew Bishop, 

Bass Clarinet; Pedro Sanches, Cello; Stephen Rush, 
Micromoog and Piano; Jeremy Edwards, Percussion. 
Recorded by Jeremy Edwards and Matias Vilaplana; 
Mixed and Mastered by Jeremy Edwards

6  LightRays (2018) [ 9:31 ]  
 Timothy McAllister, Saxophone; Randall Hawes, 

Bass Trombone; Kathryn Goodson, Piano; 
Recorded, Mixed and Recorded, Mixed and 
Mastered by Jeremy Edwards

7  Inner Rebellion (1995) [ 7:06 ]
 David Jackson, Trombone; Joseph Gramley, Percussion; Amy  

I-Len Cheng, Piano; Recorded, Mixed and Mastered by David Schall
8  Taming the Ox (version 2) [ 2:40 ]
 “Ox Quintet” Recorded by Jeremy Edwards and Matias Vilaplana; 

Mixed and Mastered by Jeremy Edwards
9  Memories of Dizzy (2015) (Woodwind Quintet) [ 8:28 ]
 Amy Porter, Flute;  Chad Burrow, Clarinet; Nancy Ambrose-King, 

Oboe; Adam Unsworth, Horn; Jeffrey Lyman, Bassoon; Recorded, 
Mixed and Mastered by Jason Corey

10 Taming the Ox (version 3) [ 3:57 ]
 “Ox Quintet” Recorded by Jeremy Edwards and Matias Vilaplana; 

Mixed and Mastered by Jeremy Edwards
11 Whirlwind (2015) [ 9:18 ]
 Jonathan Hulting-Cohen, Alto Saxophone; Jennifer Ellis, Harp; 

Recorded and Mixed by Zach Miley; Mastered by Piper Payne
12 Tuba Sonata (1998) [ 7:14 ]
 Fritz Kaenzig, Tuba; Stephen Rush, Piano; Recorded, Mixed and 

Mastered by Jason Corey

 Produced by Stephen Rush and Jeremy Edwards
 All compositions are BMI
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